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Abstract— Semantically interpreting the traffic scene is cru-
cial for autonomous transportation and robotics. However,
state-of-the-art semantic segmentation pipelines are dominantly
designed to work with pinhole cameras and train with narrow
Field-of-View (FoV) images. In this sense, the perception
capacity is severely limited to offer higher-level of confidence
for upstream navigation tasks. In this paper, we propose a
network adaptation framework to achieve Panoramic Annular
Semantic Segmentation (PASS), which allows to re-use conven-
tional pinhole-view image datasets, enabling modern segmen-
tation networks to comfortably adapt to panoramic images.
Specifically, we adapt our proposed SwaftNet to enhance the
sensitivity to details by implementing attention-based lateral
connections between the detail-critical encoder layers and the
context-critical decoder layers. We benchmark the performance
of efficient segmenters on panoramic segmentation with our
extended PASS dataset, demonstrating that the proposed real-
time SwaftNet outperforms state-of-the-art efficient networks.
Furthermore, we assess real-world performance when deploying
the Detail-Sensitive PASS (DS-PASS) system on a mobile robot
and an instrumented vehicle, as well as the benefit of panoramic
semantics for visual odometry, showing the robustness and
potential to support diverse navigational applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantically interpreting the traffic scene is one of the cru-
cial perception components for system-critical autonomous
transportation and robotics applications. Currently, semantic
image segmentation, which unifies detection and classifica-
tion at the pixel level [1], has demonstrated accurate parsing
capability in standard conditions.
However, modern segmentation algorithms pertain to work
with narrow Field-of-View (FoV) pinhole cameras, although
panoramic camera is gradually becoming more attractive to
be integrated on intelligent vehicles. One of the essential
reasons lies in that most publicly available segmentation
datasets [2][3] contain merely pinhole images whose FoV
is not as wide as panoramas. When taking a pre-trained seg-
mentation network from pinhole imagery to the panoramic
imagery, the performance drops significantly and often catas-
trophically due to the divergence of global semantic and
structural information across the image domains [4]. In
addition, for panoramic images, semantic segmentation is
required to perform with megapixel resolution to cover the
FoV as wide as 360◦, and perceive tiny scene elements such
as pedestrians in the distance (see Fig. 1). Nevertheless,
encoder-decoder networks such as [5][6] largely sacrifice the
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Fig. 1. Panoramic annular semantic segmentation. On the left: raw annular
image; First row on the right: unfolded panorama; Second row: panoramic
segmentation of the baseline method [4], the classification heatmap of
pedestrian is blurry; Third row: detail-sensitive panoramic segmentation of
the proposed method, the heatmap and semantic map are detail-preserved.
detail-sensitivity in the down-sampling process with slim up-
sampling path to maintain efficiency. It is even more serious
for large panoramic images, as the resolution difference is
more significant between the feature map at the semantically-
rich deep layer and the original panorama.
To address these gaps, we propose a network adaptation
framework, which allows to re-use knowledge learned from
conventional pinhole image datasets and avoid blind spots at
the panorama borders, such that contemporary semantic seg-
menters can adapt seamlessly to panoramic images. Specif-
ically, we put forward a real-time semantic segmentation
network named SwaftNet by using attention-based lateral
connections, further enhancing the capacity to exploit low-
level detail-sensitive features for high-level context-critical
surrounding sensing.
To verify the effectiveness of our network adaptation strat-
egy and the detail-sensitivity of attention-augmented Swaft-
Net, we extend the PASS dataset [4] by finely annotating
more detail-critical classes such as sidewalks and pedestrians.
With this extended panoramic dataset, we benchmark the
performance of real-time scene parsing networks on the
challenging task: panoramic annular semantic segmentation.
The comprehensive set of experiments demonstrates that the
network adaptation strategy is consistently positive for all
state-of-the-art efficient segmenters. Moreover, the proposed
attention-connected SwaftNet reaches the best performance
while maintaining a fast inference speed far above the real-
time constraint.
Furthermore, the panoramic segmentation pipeline is de-
ployed on a mobile robot and an instrumented vehicle, fully
validating the robustness against real-world unseen domains
and the potential to support diverse autonomous transporta-
tion applications. The framework is additionally combined
with a modern panoramic visual odometry [7], throwing hints
on how navigation tasks benefit from the surrounding scene
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parsing results. The extended PASS dataset and panoramic
image sequences collected by diverse systems, as well as the
codes of our framework, will be made publicly available.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Semantic Segmentation Networks
Semantic segmentation has experienced rapid progress
since Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) [8], along with
U-Net [9] and SegNet [10] which were recognized as the
milestone works. Subsequently proposed networks like PSP-
Net [11] and ACNet [12] have reached higher accuracy
with heavy backbones and sophisticated structures, which
significantly burden the function complexity. ENet [5] was
presented as the first work to implement real-time semantic
segmentation with many inspiring practical techniques. How-
ever, ENet largely sacrifices the accuracy, unable to yield
finely-grained segmentation maps.
To address this problem, ERFNet/ERF-PSPNet [1][6],
LinkNet [13] and SwiftNet [14][15] were proposed to strike
a better balance between the efficiency and accuracy. Most
of these networks achieve dense predictions based on an
encoder-decoder architecture starting from gradual down-
sampling of the input image, then the contextually-rich fea-
ture maps are restored to the original resolution through the
corresponding up-sampling process. Lateral skip connections
were naturally used to merge the features from the deep
layers and the spatially-rich shallow layers to be aware of
detailed variance within local regions [9][13][14]. However,
for panoramic images, semantic segmentation is required to
perform with very large resolution to cover the wide FoV up
to 360◦, and perceive tiny scene elements such as pedestrians
at distances of over hundreds of meters in order to support
safe autonomous transportation applications. Nevertheless,
the resolution difference is even more significant between
the large panorama and the feature map at the semantically-
rich deep layer of a typical segmentation network. In this
sense, with the ultimate goal of eliminating blind spots for
surrounding sensing, the detail-sensitivity of a segmentation
network should be further enhanced to better exploit spatial
variance while maintaining the high efficiency.
B. Panoramic Segmentation Approaches
To realize larger Field of View (FoV) of semantic percep-
tion, research efforts have been made on fisheye image seg-
mentation [16], panoramic semantic change detection [17],
cross-view semantic segmentation [18], spherical semantic
segmentation [19] and panoramic lane marking segmenta-
tion [20]. However, most of them need several cameras to
form the 360◦ [16][18][20].
For this reason, our previous work [4] introduced the
task of Panoramic Annular Semantic Segmentation (PASS)
to address surrounding sensing in a unified way, which
only involves a single camera to capture distortion-controlled
annular images, running with a single forward pass of
ERF-PSPNet that was structured using a combination of
ERFNet [6] and PSPNet [11]. Nevertheless, the chosen
network architecture is not ideally suitable for panoramic
Fig. 2. The proposed framework for panoramic annular semantic segmen-
tation. Each feature model is responsible for predicting the semantically-
meaningful high-level feature map of a panorama segment while interacting
with the neighboring one through cross-segment padding. Fusion model
incorporates the feature maps and completes the panoramic segmentation.
images. In spite of being robust, the parsing results are
too smooth/blurry, leaving many scene details not perceived.
In this work, we aim to adapt in an optimal way, making
panoramic semantic segmentation not only robust but also
detail-sensitive.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Network Adaptation Framework
Efficient semantic segmentation networks generally pur-
sue the encoder-decoder fashion. In this work, for a given
semantic segmentation network, it is methodologically re-
separated into a feature model and a fusion model, to facili-
tate the adaptation from pinhole source domain to panoramic
target domain. The feature model could be equivalent to the
encoder (which encodes semantically-meaningful features),
while the fusion model corresponds to the decoder (which
fuses the features), or the re-separation position could vary
to fulfill continuous panoramic segmentation.
The panoramic annular image is firstly unfolded using
the interface offered by the toolbox for omnidirectional
camera calibration [21]. After that, the unfolded panorama
is partitioned into several segments (4 segments illustrated
in Fig. 2). Each panorama segment will be fed into the
feature model of a semantic segmentation network to ob-
tain semantically-meaningful dense feature maps, implicitly
corresponding to the features learned from pinhole image
dataset. Finally, the feature maps of different segments will
be concatenated to be fed into the fusion model to yield
the final panoramic pixel-wise classification results. This
is due to that the fusion model with lean convolutional
layers is mainly responsible for the classification when
the semantically-meaningful feature map has already been
predicted and aggregated. The fusion model has to be no
leaner to enable continuous segmentation as it could take a
wide context around the borders of panorama segments into
consideration.
Fig. 3. The proposed architecture with attention-based lateral connections
to blend semantically-rich deep layers with spatially-detailed shallow layers.
In addition, to prevent blind spots around the borders
which is critical in surrounding scene perception, each fea-
ture model interacts with the neighboring one (see Fig. 2) to
enable true 360◦ processing. More precisely, we extend ring-
padding [22] that is also termed as circular convolution [23],
by replacing traditional zero-padding around the panorama
border with the specialized padding by copying features
from the opposite side of the unfolded panorama, which
theoretically eliminates the inherent image border. Our key
extension lies in the specialized padding near the border
of panorama segments where padding is taken from the
neighboring feature map, such that surrounding environments
can be seamlessly interpreted.
B. SwaftNet: Proposed Network with Attention Connections
To enhance the detail-sensitivity of semantic segmenta-
tion which is especially critical for panoramic images, we
spotlight the low-level spatially-rich features exploited at the
down-sampling stages by using lateral attentional connec-
tions as shown in Fig. 3. The proposed architecture is based
on the single-scale model of SwiftNet [14] that transforms
the input RGB image into dense pixel-level semantic predic-
tions, throughout a down-sampling encoder and up-sampling
decoder, which follows an U-shape structure like U-Net [9]
and LinkNet [13]. Specifically, the encoder and the decoder
are asymmetric, as the dimensionality of encoder features
increases along the down-sampling path, while the dimen-
sionality of the decoder features keeps constant. Accordingly,
the original SwiftNet simply uses 1×1 convolutions to adjust
the dimensionality to blend features from both paths.
However, we argue that the informative spatially-detailed
features could be further spotlighted. With the purpose of
increasing sensitivity to useful components and suppressing
less informative features, we replace the 1×1 convolutions
with attention operations [24], by squeezing spatial infor-
mation into a channel descriptor, and element-wisely multi-
plying the feature map taken from the corresponding down-
sampling stage and the re-shaped descriptor. The re-weighted
feature map has the same dimensionality as the feature
map at the corresponding up-sampling stage. The feature
maps from both paths will be added, resulting an attention-
augmented lateral connection. The key to enhance detail-
sensitivity lies in that the SwiftNet using 1×1 convolution-
based lateral connections, is adapted to SwaftNet with atten-
tion operations as the skip-connections, and further adapted
by leveraging our network adaptation framework in a general
Fig. 4. Examples from the extended PASS dataset with annotations.
way. In addition, we insert a channel-wise attention module
after the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) module [14].
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset and Setup
For evaluation purposes, the Mapillary Vistas validation
dataset (2000 samples) [3] and the Panoramic Annular Se-
mantic Segmentation (PASS) dataset (400 images) [4] are
used. The original PASS dataset contains 4 classes, precisely
Road, Car, Crosswalk and Curb which are important for
large-scale road scene understanding. We further manually
annotate the 400 images on two classes: Sidewalk and
Person, whose segmentation are more detail sensitivity-
desired, yet exceptionally safety-critical. Example panoramas
for testing with pixel-fine annotations are shown in Fig. 4.
Mapillary Vistas training set (18000 images) is chosen
to train our panoramic scene parsers, leveraging its high
diversity in focal length, viewpoint, as well as geographical
location which are both important for robust segmentation.
We take the critical 27 classes as listed in Table I to
adapt to our campus scenarios. A heterogeneous set of data
augmentation operations [4] is used to train under Adam
optimization [25], starting with a learning rate of 1.0×10−4
that decreases exponentially until reaching convergence with
a batch size of 10 and an input resolution of 1024×512.
In this way, the proposed SwaftNet achieves a mean
Intersection over Union (mIoU) of 59.4% on the Vistas
validation set (2000 images) as shown in Table I, which
demonstrates the learning capacity against large dataset.
B. Benchmarking Panoramic Semantic Segmentation
With the extended PASS dataset, we benchmark the
performance of state-of-the-art networks especially those
designed for efficient semantic segmentation as real-time
setup is crucial for autonomous transportation applications,
including SegNet [10], ENet [5], LinkNet [13], EDANet [26],
BiSeNet [27], CGNet [28], ERFNet [6] and PSPNet18 [11].
We also contrast with the baseline method ERF-PSPNet
that was preliminarily used for the task Panoramic Annu-
lar Semantic Segmentation [4], where the pyramid pooling
module has been similarly employed with channel attention
operations to form as a variant named ERF-APSPNet. The
per-class results on PASS dataset are shown in Table II,
where Fig. 5 provides a visualization of the comparison.
It turns out the proposed network SwaftNet outperforms
the known efficient networks measured in mIoU on Mapillary
TABLE I
SEGMENTATION ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED SWAFTNET ON MAPILLARY VISTAS DATASET.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF STATE-OF-THE-ART EFFICIENT NETWORKS ON MAPILLARY VISTAS VALIDATION DATASET AND PASS TESTING DATASET.
Network On VISTAS On PASSmIoU Car Road Sidewalk Crosswalk Curb Person mIoU mIoU boost
SegNet [10] 48.4% 82.3% 72.0% 31.0% 32.7% 18.1% 48.0% 47.4% 18.0%
ENet [5] 47.0% 89.2% 76.2% 43.4% 53.5% 29.0% 60.2% 58.6% 27.8%
LinkNet [13] 47.7% 87.4% 77.4% 42.9% 47.4% 22.1% 47.5% 54.1% 23.9%
EDANet [26] 49.6% 85.0% 78.3% 40.6% 51.5% 21.7% 49.0% 54.4% 24.1%
BiSeNet [27] 49.5% 83.1% 65.0% 41.9% 18.1% 13.5% 35.0% 42.8% 15.3%
CGNet [28] 52.8% 72.8% 73.6% 29.5% 37.9% 15.1% 18.9% 41.3% 11.2%
ERFNet [6] 52.7% 91.0% 76.1% 49.0% 56.4% 27.9% 59.6% 60.0% 25.8%
PSPNet18 [11] 50.4% 89.0% 77.1% 47.2% 46.9% 26.9% 42.9% 55.0% 20.4%
ERF-PSPNet [1][4] 52.1% 91.4% 77.6% 43.5% 52.9% 33.4% 67.2% 61.0% 22.0%
ERF-APSPNet 54.8% 91.0% 78.6% 46.8% 57.2% 30.8% 72.8% 62.9% 27.6%
SwiftNet [14] 52.4% 91.3% 79.7% 43.6% 55.9% 34.6% 72.2% 62.9% 25.7%
SwaftNet 59.4% 93.6% 77.6% 53.7% 62.1% 38.3% 80.7% 67.7% 29.9%
Fig. 5. Segmentation accuracy in mIoU across Mapillary VISTAS
validation and PASS testing datasets. Red points: accuracies of networks
without adaptation; Green points: with adaptation, which is consistently
effective for state-of-the-art efficient networks.
Vistas validation set and the extended PASS dataset. Com-
pared with ERF-PSPNet and its variant ERF-APSPNet which
achieved state-of-the-art results on the PASS dataset [4],
the proposed model outperforms them by large margins,
precisely 6.7% and 4.8% respectively. The proposed usage
of attention lateral connections enables to exploit more
informative low-level features, such that it leads to mIoU
increases of 7.0% and 4.8% over the basic SwiftNet on the
respective dataset. Our network slightly falls behind on Road
which is usually close to the dark textures near the panorama
outer borders, so it becomes more cautious to classify those
areas as safe roadways. More importantly, on other safety-
critical yet detail-sensitive classes, remarkable improvements
have been observed: Sidewalk (10.1%), Crosswalk (6.2%),
Curb (3.7%) and Person (8.5%).
In addition to the new state-of-the-art scores yielded by
our SwaftNet, we find that the proposed adaptation strategy
is consistently and significantly positive for all the trained
networks, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This is verified by com-
paring the performance of the networks in two settings:
deploying with or without the adaptation framework. We
take the conclusion in our preliminary study [4] which finds
that when each feature model is responsible for a FoV
of 90◦, panoramic segmentation achieves best performance.
Accordingly, for an adapted network, it is deployed with 4
features models, each of which interacts with the neighboring
one. In the other setting, each network is tested in an end-
to-end way by viewing the whole panorama as a single
segment without any 360◦ adaptation. As shown in Table II,
for ENet, ERFNet and SwiftNet, they have even attained
IoU boosts of over 25.0%. Even more, the proposed network
achieves 29.9% of mIoU boost. When the segment number
is appropriate, details exploited by the feature model are
also more adapted to leverage the detail-sensitive capability
featured by our proposed network, such that the benefit of the
network adaptation is more remarkable than being deployed
with other networks.
Moreover, Fig. 6 displays the segmentation maps of ex-
ample panoramas from the PASS dataset, which were parsed
by using the baseline method ERF-PSPNet and our proposed
SwaftNet. It could be easily seen that our approach enables
finer segmentation, accurately preserving the details of many
small classes such as the pedestrians and traffic signs, as well
as the tiny traffic scene elements like the thin poles and the
cars in the distance.
C. Real-World Performance with Views to Real Deployment
Stepping further than validating on the PASS dataset which
was originally captured by a wearable personable navigation
assistance prototype [4], the proposed framework has been
deployed on a mobile robot (see Fig. 7a and Fig. 8d) and
an instrumented vehicle (see Fig. 9). With a view to real
(a) Raw (b) Unfolded panorama (c) Baseline (ERF-PSPNet) (d) Ours (SwaftNet)
Fig. 6. Qualitative examples of panoramic annular semantic segmentation: (a) Raw annular images from the PASS dataset, (b) Unfolded panoramas, (c)
Segmentation maps yielded by ERF-PSPNet (coarse, detail lost) and (d) SwaftNet (fine, detail preserved).
(a) Mobile robot (b) Reconstructed trajectories
Fig. 7. (a) The mobile robot installed with Panoramic Annular Lens and
NVIDIA Jetson Nano; (b) Reconstructed trajectories by a state-the-of-art
visual odometry PALVO with/without predicted panoramic semantics.
deployment in autonomous transportation applications like
these two systems, real-time setup and real-world robustness
are two of the most important factors that should be taken
into consideration.
To measure the inference speed, we test the adapted
models running through the 400 panoramas, where each
feature model is fed with a 1024×512 segment, as shown
in Table III. We also include the mIoU results when training
on Cityscapes dataset [2] and evaluating on its validation set
using 19 classes. The proposed network reaches 88.9FPS on
a Titan RTX GPU processor, which is slightly slower than the
basic SwiftNet (96.5FPS), but the proposed usage of atten-
tion skip-connection helps to attain huge accuracy boosts on
diverse datasets, especially on VISTAS which contains more
small and detail-critical classes than Cityscapes. Compared
with the state-of-the-art method ERF-PSPNet [4] (40.2FPS)
for the PASS task and its variant ERF-APSPNet (38.0FPS),
SwaftNet is significantly faster and more robust.
TABLE III
ACCURACY (IN MIOU) AND SPEED (IN FPS) ANALYSIS.
Network Cityscapes VISTAS PASS (FPS)
ERFNet [6] 65.8% 52.7% 60.0% (34.7)
ERF-PSPNet [1][4] 64.1% 52.1% 61.0% (40.2)
SwiftNet [14][15] 69.8% 52.4% 62.9% (96.5)
Our SwaftNet 72.1% 59.4% 67.7% (88.9)
We use a NVIDIA Jetson Nano that is very portable to be
deployed on the mobile robot, where a single forward pass of
our network achieves near real-time computation (22.15FPS
at the resolution of 640×480). Fig. 8 shows representative
segmentation maps for the captured panoramas when the
mobile robot is navigating through the campus. In spite of
the significantly lower viewpoint than the training samples,
panoramic segmentation based on our SwaftNet maintains
robust as shown in Fig. 8d, meanwhile more details are well
preserved than the baseline ERF-PSPNet (Fig. 8c).
For the instrumented vehicle, we use a newly designed
panoramic annular lens system, which images a FoV of
360◦×70◦. When installing the camera on top of the in-
strumented electric vehicle as shown in Fig. 9a, it has a
FoV of 40◦ above the horizontal plane, and a surrounding
view with 30◦ vertical FoV below, which allows to perceive
more information about the roadways than the mobile robot.
As the FoV is very matched with the instrumented vehicle,
the observed roadways are beneficial for sensing the street
structure, which leads to clear and robust semantic maps as
displayed in Fig. 9d, making our DS-PASS system ideally
suitable for intelligent vehicles applications.
D. Semantic Panoramic Visual Odometry
In order to investigate the benefit of the predicted
panoramic semantics for upper-level navigational tasks,
we leverage a state-of-the-art visual odometry algorithm
PALVO [7] that has achieved excellent robustness against
rapid motions and dynamic scene elements. Based on
PALVO, we build a semantic panoramic visual odometry
system. First, the SwaftNet-predicted 360◦ semantics for the
unfolded panoramas (Fig. 8d) are projected/folded back to
the raw annular image as shown in Fig. 8e. Second, the
semantic maps are fed to the odometry jointly with the raw
panoramas (Fig. 8a).
More specifically, the semantic information are used to
determine the key points. Only the matched points with
consistent semantic labels across frames are leveraged to
(a) Raw (b) Unfolded panorama (c) Baseline (ERF-PSPNet) (d) Ours (SwaftNet) (e) PASS
Fig. 8. (a) Raw annular images captured by Panoramic Annular Lens installed on the mobile robot, (b) Unfolded panoramas, (c) Segmentation maps
yielded by ERF-PSPNet and (d) SwaftNet, (e) Folded-back PASS maps. Raw annular images and folded-back semantic maps are fed to PALVO [7].
(a) Instrumented vehicle (b) Raw (c) Unfolded panorama (d) DS-PASS
Fig. 9. (a) The instrumented electric vehicle installed with Panoramic Annular Lens and LiDAR sensors, (b) Raw annular images, (c) Unfolded panoramas,
(d) Panoramic segmentation maps produced by our DS-PASS system with suitable FoVs for intelligent vehicles applications.
Fig. 10. Velocity curves produced by the panoramic visual odometry
with/without using semantics predicted by our DS-PASS system.
compute the 6-DoF pose, otherwise they will be regarded
as outliers which will not be involved for pose estimation.
As shown in Fig. 7b, finally the trajectory (more than 50m)
produced by the semantic PALVO system is smoother than
that of the original PALVO. As the mobile robot moves at a
steady speed, the velocity would not change drastically. This
is supported by the velocity curves visualized in Fig. 10,
as the standard deviations of velocity estimated by semantic
PALVO are smaller in both directions. In this sense, the ben-
efit of the predicted panoramic semantics is further verified.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a Detail-Sensitive Panoramic
Annular Semantic Segmentation (DS-PASS) framework to
perceive the surroundings. DS-PASS is presented with a
general network adaptation method that enables state-of-the-
art semantic segmentation network trained on perspective
imaging datasets to work comfortably in panoramic imagery
domain. Specifically, we put forward a real-time seman-
tic segmentation network named SwaftNet, by blending
semantically-meaningful deep layers with spatially-detailed
shallow layers using lateral attentional skip-connections, to
perform segmentation both swiftly and accurately.
The network adaptation method is demonstrated to be
consistently effective, allowing state-of-the-art networks to
re-use the knowledge learned from pinhole images, and
parse annular images in a suitable and robust way. Our
proposed SwaftNet yields the new state-of-the-art scores on
the extended challenging PASS dataset with more annotated
classes to reflect detail-sensitivity. Furthermore, the proposed
DS-PASS framework has been deployed on a mobile robot
and an instrumented vehicle, demonstrating the real-time
speed and the real-world robustness, beneficial for diverse
autonomous navigation applications.
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